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Chapterr  7 

Fourr  philosophical issues 

Ass we already observed in our analysis on object orientation, the large popularity 
andd numerous occurrences of object notions in modeling, database and program-
mingg languages suggest that it underlies an important intuition on how to model 
partsparts of the (real) world. In essence the modeling activity consists of stating 
sentences11 about objects in a world. These sentences represent knowledge about 
thesee objects. Even though there surely exits a natural intuition on how to model 
partss of the world, it is, by far, not unproblematic to give a rigid description of 
thee modeling concepts and tools (language). This phenomenon has been subject 
too intensive study in philosophy in the last 2500 years. 

Inn this chapter we will take four problematic issues in dealing with complex 
objectss from the history of philosophy, and show their relation to concepts of in-
formationn system modeling. We will see that these problems arise naturally when 
constructingg and formalizing modeling languages using complex object notions. 
Inn most practical languages, like UML, these problems are hardly recognized, 
becausee these languages often have not been subject to formal semantical inves-
tigation.. We think it is important to recognize these problematic issues, when 
dealingg with a modeling language. Especially because these problematic issues, 
howw natural they may be, really matter when one, as an information analyst, 
modelss parts of the world building an information system2. 

11 These sentences are in the context of the logic of categorial graphs technically propositions 
andd rules. 

2Wee note that there has been done some work that connects object oriented information 
systemm languages to philosophical languages. An example of this is a paper that connects 
thee concepts of object orientation to Aristotelian logic ([RaysideCampbellOO]). Actually this 
paperr shows an effort to clarify the notions from object orientation, like we did (in a completely 
differentt manner) in the previous chapters by providing a formal semantics. The paper does not 
tryy to uncover problematic issues that can occur while doing modeling, which is the intention 
off  this chapter exemplified by four philosophical issues. 

177 7 
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Wee will discuss the four philosophical issues in the light of the semantical study 
off  the language of categorial graphs. We will show that the semantical investi-
gationss can provide us with a clear view on the philosophical issues raised, and 
shedss light on how to solve some nasty ambiguities in the information modeling 
practice.. We, of course, do not claim we have a solution for the philosophical 
problems,, nor do we suggest that we provide a thorough list of philosophical is-
suess that touch the field of information systems modeling. We merely present 
fourr examples from philosophy -two from ancient philosophy and two from the 
beginningg of modern philosophy- and show a way to handle different approaches 
too the issues at stake in the context of our semantic study in information systems 
modeling.. The different approaches to the philosophical issues are still subject to 
theirr philosophical criticisms. 

7.11 Examples from 2500 years of modeling in-
formationn systems 

I .. In western philosophy Plato started to use 'logical rules' to specify knowl-
edge,, and his pupil Aristotle continued this in even a more rigid way in his essay 
'Thee Categories'3. In this essay Aristotle starts with a modest list of notions used 
too model things from the world, among which the ability to talk about a whole 
objectt and about part(s) of an object4 and about aggregates5. In an attempt to 
clarifyy the concepts in his list Aristotle rigidly analyses the precise semantics of 
thee concepts and discovers a lot of deep and far from trivial matters that need to 
bee solved to fully understand the concepts. The same kind of problematic matters 
comee up when we start from a shopping list of concepts needed in a modeling 
andd database language. An important observation made by Aristotle is that sen-

3Forr more extensive philosophic considerations about the notion of categories from Aristotle 
inn relation to information engineering we gladly refer to [Adriaans92] citing from it that "we 
stilll  cannot think of a better introduction to the problems of knowledge engineering and theory 
off  knowledge then this small essay ['The Categories'] of Aristotle". 

4Categories(la20)) Of things there are:(a) some are said of a subject but are not in any 
subject.subject. For example, man is said of a subject, subject, the individual man, but is not in any subject, 
(b)(b) Some are in a subject but are not said of any subject. (By 'in a subject' I mean what is 
inin something, not as a part, and cannot exist separately from what it is in.) For example, the 
individualindividual knowledge-of-grammar is in a subject, the soul, but it is not said of any subject; and 
thethe individual white is in a subject, the body (for all color is in a body), but is not said of any 
subject,subject, (c) Some are both said of a subject and in a subject. For example knowledge is in a 
subject,subject, knowledge-of-grammar. (d) Some are neither in a subject nor said of a subject, for 
exampleexample the individual man or individual horse-for nothing of this sort is either in a subject or 
saidsaid of a subject. Things that are individual and numerically one are, without exception, not 
saidsaid of any subject, but there is nothing to prevent some of them from being in a subject-the 
individualindividual knowledge-of-grammar is one of the things in a subject [Ackrill63] 

5Categories(lal6)) Of things that are said, some involve combination while others are said 
withoutwithout combination [Ackrill63] 
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tencess that talk about partial descriptions of objects are treated fundamentally 
differentt from sentences that talk about the whole object. For example the sen-
tencee Socrates is a man says something about the whole object (we reference to 
byy the name) Socrates, while the sentence Socrates is white is a sentence about 
ann aspect (partial description) of Socrates (his color) The sentence on a whole 
objectt can vary from very general to very specific. For example, one could say 
off  Socrates that he is a substance, or more specifically he is a body, even more 
specificc he is an animate body, which in turn is implied by the sentence that he 
iss an animal, which is made even more specific by proposing that he is a man, 
etc... When talking about aspects, one can get more specific also, but the intent is 
veryy different, because one only gives partial descriptions of the whole object. For 
examplee one can say Socrates is white, which is less specific then Socrates is white 
andand has a beard, or Socrates is white, has a beard and is married to Xantippe. If 
onee would consider an ordering in information content there will be a switching 
pointt in information content when one exactly characterizes the whole object. 
Fromm a sentence that exactly characterizes the whole individual object one can 
furtherr talk about the whole object in more general terms (less specific, with less 
informationn content). And also from a complete description of the whole object 
onee can talk about less and less 'aspects' of the object describing only partially 
thee object. In a picture: 

SUBSTANCE E 

BODY Y 

ANIMATEE BODY 

ANIMAL L 

MAN N 

SOCRATES S 

WHITEE & HAS BEARD & MARRIED TO XANTIPPE 

WHITEE & HAS BEARD 

WHITE E 

specificness s 

I I .. In his essay 'De Interpretation' ([Ackrill63] ) Aristotle makes very clear that 
combiningcombining predicates of different kinds is not a trivial matter. Combining pred-
icatess that say something about the whole object and predicates that say some-
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thingg on aspects (partial descriptions) of the object cannot be done uniformly6. 
Forr example consider the following predicates on partial descriptions of an ob-
ject:: 'white' (on some objects color) and 'musical' (on some objects ability); and 
considerr the following predicates on a whole object: 'man' and 'animal'. Look 
noww at the following combinations: 

1.. a man is white 

2.. white is a man 

3.. white is musical 

4.. musical is white 

5.. a man is an animal 

6.. an animal is a man 

AA predicate on a whole object and a predicate on a partial description of an 
objectt can be naturally combined in a sentence when the 'evaluation point' of 
thee sentence is the whole object (see 1), while it becomes problematic when the 
'evaluationn point' is that of the partial description (see 2). For a combination of 
thee predicates on partial descriptions the naive way of combination is problematic 
(seee 3 and 4). Note however that in the combinations 3 and 4 above the 'evaluation 
point'' is not a whole object, but in both cases an 'aspect'. A combination of two 
predicatess that talk about a whole object (see 5 and 6) appears to have a clear 
interpretation7. . 

Concludingg we can say that from Aristotle's analyses it follows that we can 
distinguishh (at least) two kinds of predicates: predicates that talk about the 
wholee object, and predicates that talk about a partial description (or aspect) of 
ann object. These two types of predicates turn out to have fundamentally different 
behavior. . 

66 Aristotle makes a more subtle distinction then we propose here. He talks about qualities 
thatt are accidental (we call them 'predicates on aspects of the object') and qualities that are 
nott accidental but essential (we call them 'predicates on the whole object') (De Interpretatione, 
21a7):: "Of things predicated, and things they get predicated of, those which are said accidentally, 
eithereither of the same thing or of one another, will  not be one. For example, a man is white and 
musical,musical, but 'white' and 'musical' are not one, because they are both accidental to the same 
thing.thing. And even if it is true to say that the white is musical, 'musical white' will  still not be 
oneone thing; for it is accidentally that the musical is white, and so 'white musical will  not be one. 
Nor,Nor, consequently, will  the clobber who is (without qualification) good, though an animal which 
isis two-footed will  (since this is not accidental). [Ackrill63] 

7Howeverr Aristotle had some doubts about the meaningfulness of a combination of a predi-
catee of a whole object and a generalization of this predicate, because in his view of semantics 
suchh a combination is either false or superfluous (De Interpretatione 21a7) 
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II I .. An other valuable notion in modeling is the ability to count. There has 
beenn a lot of analysis on the meaning of numerical statements, when talking about 
objects.. An interesting quarrel on this subject is one between Husserl and Prege. 
InIn his 'Philosophie der Arithmetik' [Husserl70] Husserl argues that numerical 
statements88 on objects taken together can be expressed quite adequately by means 
off  the conjunction 'and'. A numerical statement thus would be of the form "A 
andd B and C and  and Q is n". E.g. Berlin and Dresden and Munich are 
3.3. Frege9 objects to this point of view by arguing that the conjunction is used 
inn numerical statements only in the context of identity statements and not for 
indicatingg complex numerical structures. In the context of identity statements 
onlyy the numbers 1 and 2 are meaningful: 1 to indicate existence, and 2 to indicate 
thatt two objects are different. For example Frege says that the statement Berlin 
andand Dresden and Munich are 3 is meaningless without an implicit statement on 
thee identity of the objects in the statement, because it gives no information. It 
doess not say whether Berlin is different from Dresden nor whether Berlin exits. 
Fregee claims that in everyday speech however the numbers 1 and 2 are used 
withh implicit statements on the identity of the objects10. Then the statement 
BerlinBerlin and Dresden are 2 would express that Berlin is different from Dresden, 
andd Berlin is 1 would express that Berlin exists. Although Husserl admitted that 
Frege'ss criticism on his concept of numerical statements was founded, it remains a 
naturall  intuition that a statement like 'Jra this village we have a baker, a butcher 
andand a grocer' has some numerical content. But do we know about how many 
peoplee we are talking? Of course one can object that the statements that express 
differencee with a numerical are incomplete, and that the statement Berlin and 
DresdenDresden are 2 should be rephrased to Berlin and Dresden are 2 and Berlin is 

8Forr accurateness we need to mention that in his philosophical studies Husserl talks about 
'judgments'' and not about 'sentences' like we do in our (logic) semantics. This means that 
thee truth bearer of Husserl (judgment) is philosophically different from ours (sentence). Frege 
onn the other hand does talk about sentences. This probably is one underlying reason for the 
differencee of opinion on this matter. Moreover it is a reason to defend the position of Husserl 
thatt judgments on numerics are connected to the 'act' of counting (taking together), while 
Fregee his point of view only takes an objective truth value (the sentence is true or false, no 
justificationn needed) into account and therefore rejects an 'act' as the source of the numerics. 
Thiss discussion is a deep philosophical one and far out of our scope. Whatever the philosophical 
differencess are, they do no harm the case we want to make here, because we merely exemplify 
differentt approaches and relate them to our semantics of information systems. It is actually very 
interestingg that we can reflect these total different approaches in the semantics of information 
systems. . 

9i nn his review of Husserl's Philosophie der Arithmetic (C.E.M. Pfeffer, Leipzig 1891) in 
ZeitschriftZeitschrift fur Philosophie und phil. Kritik, vol. 103 (1894),pp.313-332)\ translated in 
[GeachBlack52]) ) 

10Inn ([GeachBlack52]) (translation of 'on numerical statements') Frege claims: " I find that it 
isis really used only in two cases: first, with the numerical 'two,' to express difference f Ttübsen 
undd Raps sind zwei '-rape-seed and rape are two (different things)'); secondly, with the numerical 
'one,''one,' to express identity- 'I and the Father are one.' 
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differentdifferent from Dresden. 

IV .. In his essay Uber Sinn und Bedeuting [Fregel892] Frege analyses further and 
encounterss an even more problematic matter in modeling objects with identity. 
Fregee has taken on the following problematic matter. Suppose you talk about two 
objects;; you talk about one object stating it is the morning star, and about one 
objectt stating it is the evening star. As both the 'morning star' and the 'evening 
star'' are the planet Venus, the sentences have the same meaning according to 
Frege.. The predicates 'morning star' and 'evening star' differ, according to Frege, 
nott in their meaning but in their sense. Frege distinguished three levels of being 
different11: : 

1.. two sentences about an object only describe a different idea on the same 
objectt (the same object plays a different role in the different sentences), 

2.. two sentences differ in their sense, but not in their meaning {two objects 
withh different intention only happen to be the same) 

3.. two sentences have really a different meaning (the two objects are really 
different). . 

Thiss matter raises difficult questions when one wants to interpret the sentences 
inn a formal model for information systems. For example do we need to be able 
too distinguish somehow in our system between sentences with the same meaning 
butt with a different sense? Moreover if we talk about the morning star 'and' the 
eveningevening star, do we interpret it as one object, two times the same object, or two 
differentt objects. 

Thiss subject has also quite recently been the subject of intensive philosophical 
researchh ([LinskyH]. For example assume you give always the same meaning to 
sentencess that happen to have the same meaning but have a different sense (are 
differentt like in 2 above). Then the sentences The morning star is visible in the 
morning,morning, The evening star is visible in the morning and Venus is visible in the 
morningmorning all should mean exactly the same. This attitude becomes even more 
problematicc when one is allowed to use modalities in a modeling language. E.g. 
thee following sentences should then have the same meaning: Raphael believes that 
thethe morning star is different from the evening star and Raphael believes that the 
morningmorning star is different from the morning star and even Raphael believes that 
VenusVenus is different from Venus. While the first sentence may be true in a model, 
thee second and third one very likely are not. 

111 [Frege 1892], p 30: Wir können nun drei Stuf en der Verschiedenheit von Wörtern, 
AusdrückenAusdrücken und ganzen Satzen erkennen. Entweder betrifft der Unterschied hochstens die 
Vorstellung,Vorstellung, oder den Sinn, aber nicht die Bedeutung, oder endlich audi die Bedeutung 
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Thee matters above all give rise to different ways of giving semantics to (combi-
nationss of) sentences on objects, all of which can be subject to some philosophical 
criticism.. In the next section we will formulate the above four issues in the cate-
goriall  graph meta language we developed in the previous chapters to talk about 
informationn using the concepts from object orientation. We illustrate a range of 
possiblee interpretations one can give to the issues raised above. In practical infor-
mationn system modeling languages one can very quickly be victim to unclearness 
inn the describing situations involving matters from above. The semantics devel-
opedd in this thesis, however, can give an analyst or developer of an information 
systemm more insight into the interpretation of the sentences in the modeling lan-
guagee that touch these problematic issues. We have no intention whatsoever to 
solvee the philosophical problems we mentioned above. We simply aim to show its 
implicationss for interpreting a language for modeling information systems. 

7.22 The philosophical issues in terms of catego-
ria ll  graphs 

Beloww we give a short list relating properties of the semantic domain of the 
categoriall  graph languages to the philosophical dilemmas described above. 

I .. in and of a substance. Suppose there is a specific name that refers to a 
particularr object. Then there are sentences that talk about the whole object in 
moree general terms, and sentences that talk about aspects of the object. In our 
languagee we have the ability to talk about whole objects, which is simply stating a 
propositionn or a formula, but we can also talk about parts of an object, using the 
adjacencyy modality described above. Suppose the name Socrates refers to some 
objectt in our model12. Then we can talk about Socrates by stating more general 
predicationss on the object like man. On the other hand we can talk about things 
inin our object. For example that the object has a beard: Obeard. It becomes more 
interestingg if we want to state that Socrates is white. We have two possibilities: 
eitherr we predicate white or we predicate Owhite. 

12Notee that in the analysis of Aristotle Socrates is called a 'substance' and not a predicate. 
Inn a logical theory you have only predicates, of which some can be so special that there is only 
onee object in the model that can interpret it. 
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WHITE E 

MAN N 

SOCRATES S 

BEARDD WHITE 

Aristotlee states in his 'categories'13 that in this case we are talking about some-
thingthing that is in a subject, and that Owhite would be the most appropriate. This 
wouldd actually also be the way which most complies with the Object Oriented 
modelingg paradigm, in which an object is of some (most specific in the modeled 
typee system) class, and all properties are modeled via attributes. In our meta 
languagee this would be stated as Socrates -> Owhite14. The alternative would 
bee choosing to have a type (class) white of which the class Socrates is a subtype 
(i.e.. class Socrates inherits from class white) from; i.e. in our meta language 
Socratess —+ white. 

I I .. Evaluation points in whole objects. The adjacency operator enables one to 
talkk about aspects of objects. This adjacency operator really is a modal operator, 
because,, as all modal operators, it gets a meaning (describing an 'aspect') only 
whenn we know in which object in the model a formula with the modal operator 
iss evaluated. For example the formula stating Obeard ('having a beard') can be 
interpretedd as an 'aspect' only when we have a whole object with a beard in 
ourr model. This way of modeling, again, complies with the paradigm of object 
orientation,, in which we model the world relating our knowledge on the world to 
objectss only. A more interesting example is the following: we can talk about the 
objectt white of type white, which in a modeling language is nothing more than a 
valuee (but in a pure object oriented dogma, even a value is an object), and we 
cann talk about an object having the white-object of type white as an aspect or 
partiall  description15: Owhite. The distinction made by Aristotle on things that 
aree not said of a subject but are in a subject on one hand and things that are 
saidd of a subject but not in a subject, is now not dependent on what is said (e.g. 
whitee or man), but on how it is said: Owhite, or white. With that ability in the 
language,, it is the task of the information system designer to find out 'what' are 
thee objects in his model and 'what' are the aspects. 

13seee [Ackrill63] Categories la20 
14thiss has of course the intuitive graphical representation in the categorial graph language 
15i.e.. to partially describe the whole object 
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III .. Counting with resource conscious connectives: wholes 'and' wholes, partial 
descriptionsdescriptions 'and'partial descriptions, wholes 'and'partial descriptions. Due to 
thee fact that predicates on wholes and predicates on partial descriptions have 
differentt semantical behavior when they take part in a complex formula, we need 
differentt rules for combining these kinds of predications16 in a formula. We need 
ruless that specify the combining of predicates on wholes and partial descriptions. 
AA very important, and very non-trivial way of combining these predicates is in a 
contextt of resource conscious conjunction ('and'). 

Whenn one talks resource-consciously about a man and a man (man * man), 
onee most likely talks about '2 man'. This '2 man' is in our model an aggregation 
off  two objects, each being a man. Alternatively one could say that the above 
sentencee can be interpreted by one man: either twice the same man or (if one 
rejectss the ability to count whole objects with a conjunction) just one man. 

Whenn one talks resource-consciously about something having a beard and being 
whitee (Obeard * Owhite), one could talk about several things: first one could talk 
aboutt one object that has both a beard and is white colored. On the other hand 
onee could also be talking about an aggregate of two objects, one having a beard, 
andd one being white colored; or even about an aggregate of 10 objects among 
whichh at least one object has a beard and one object is white colored. 

Whenn one talks resource-consciously about something being a man and having 
aa beard (man * Obeard), we again have several choices. One could talk about one 
mann having a beard, about a man aggregated with something that has a beard, 
orr about a man aggregated with a number of objects of which at least one has a 
beard. . 

Inn most cases one does not want to have all the choices from above. Espe-
ciallyy because some of them run into philosophical debate. One can formulate 
ruless for the logic of the categorial language, and corresponding rules for the ob-
jectt structure interpreting this language that will enable or forbid some of the 
interpretationss from above. These rules can enable or disable the strict counting 
forr parts and wholes, and regulate the way we combine resource-consciously the 
predicatess on wholes and parts. One can think of many different configurations. 
Wee could for example construct a world in which we can count the parts of an ob-
ject,, but not the whole objects, and not combinations of whole objects and parts. 
Thiss would entail that Obeard * Obeard (having at least two beards) would mean 
somethingg different than Obeard (having at least one beard), while beard * beard 
wouldd mean the same as beard (being a beard). And man * Obeard would not 
necessarilyy be two objects (one being man and one having a beard). 

IV .. Roles, purpose and meaning. In modern modeling languages it is very 

166 Note that in our modal context setting the predications are technically propositions that are 
orr are not satisfied in a object (world). In philosophical terms they are nevertheless predicates 
becausee they are stating qualities of an object. 
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commonn to draw objects taking part in a relation in a certain role. This means, for 
example,, that some object Socrates can relate to some object Xantippe in the role 
labeledd by husband, while it relates to the object Plato in the role labeled by friend. 
Thiss means that in the different relations one has a different view on the object. 
Inn the language of categories this can be achieved by using labeled adjacency 
modalities.. The labeled modalities require an interpretation in a domain in which 
objectss have an ordered adjacency structure, so we can distinguish between the 
differentt roles an adjacent plays in its relation to that object. 

Forr objects having a different sense the story is much more difficult . Although 
thee matter on Sinn und Bedeutung remains difficult , we can express matters 
onn this problem quite clearly in our language. Suppose we have the predicates 
evening-star,, morning-star and venus. One could either say that evening-star and 
morning-starr are predicates about the 'whole' object or about 'aspects' of the ob-
jectt (compare to the matter on white from above). In other words either evening-
starr and morning-star say something about a whole object like the predicate man 
doess about a particular person, or evening-star and morning-star say something 
aboutt an aspect of an object i.e. about its appearance17. Suppose now that we 
havee an object that is precisely characterized (as a whole) by the name venus, we 
cann illustrate that choice with the following picture18: 

MORNING_STARR EVENING_STAR 

VENUS S 

^ \\ MORNING_STAR ^ \ EVENING_STAR 

Thee different styles of modeling the fact of being a morning or evening star, i.e. 
ass aspect or as whole, imply different behavior of these predicates (propositions 
inn a modal logic setting) when giving meaning to it. For example in a model in 
whichh one can count the the formula 

morning-starr * evening-star 

wil ll  be interpreted as the aggregation of two objects, one being the morning star, 
andd one being the evening star. These objects, however, need not be different, in 
whichh case the interpretation would be two times the object referenced by venus. 
Inn the same model, i.e. when one can count, the formula 

Omorning-starr * Oevening-star 
17Wee would assume the latter choice is the most preferred one if we take the Aristotelian 

vieww on talking about objects 
18Onee should read the arrows in the picture as implications. 
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cann be interpreted by one object, having (at least) two aspects, being one ap-
pearancee as morning star and one appearance as evening star. In this case the 
interpretationn may be one time the object referenced by venus19. 

InIn the modal case the Sinn of the formula 0morning-star is the possibility to 
appearappear as the morning star. The interpretation (meaning) of such a formula is 
justt dependent on the model; i.e. if there is an object, say venus, in our model 
thatt has as an aspect the appearance as a morning-star, then venus is a possible 
interpretationn of this formula. More elaborate: if there is one object that has 
bothh aspects morning-star and evening-star, then the propositions Omorning-star 
andd Oevening-star and Omorning-star*0evening-star are all true in this same object. 
Moreoverr the aspects themselves (i.e. both kind of appearances) will appear in 
thee model as different objects, both being adjacent to the venus. 

InIn the non-modal case, the 'whole' object is characterized (more or less spe-
cific)) by the predicate morning-star. This means that morning-star is a charac-
terizationn of the whole object, just like man is a characterization of the object 
Socrates.. The Sinn of such a formula is being a morning star. The interpretation 
off  such a formula can only include an object being 'morning star'. This could, in 
aa model, possibly be the same object as that being the 'evening star'. 

Bothh ways of modeling the evening and morning star in our language can 
validatee a model with one object (venus) being the interpretation of both. Note 
howeverr that the way in which the interpretation of the expressions is 'computed' 
iss fundamentally different. In the modal case (0) structural properties (aspects) 
off  the object in the model are checked, while in the non-modal case only intrinsic 
propertiess of the whole object (type assertions) can be checked. 

7.33 Summary 

InIn this chapter we touched four philosophical issues that arise naturally when 
modelingg information. We showed that these issues really can be problematic in 
general.. We also showed that we can quite clearly form sentences involving the 
problematicc matters in the logic of categorial graphs. The general nature of the 
logicc of categorial graphs and the fact that it is a formal system enabled us to 
deall  with the problematic issues in a clear way, avoiding nasty ambiguities. 

19or,, for the sake of completeness, this one object venus aggregated with some other objects, 
ass the aggregation of venus with something else still has the two mentioned parts. 




